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Between 1608 and 1610 the canopy of the night sky was ripped open by an object created
almost by accident: a cylinder with lenses at both ends. Galileo’s Telescope tells how this
ingenious device evolved into a precision instrument that would transcend the limits of human
vision and transform humanity’s view of its place in the cosmos.
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1. Galileo Galilei, objective lens, late 1609. Inserted in an ebony and ivory frame built by Vittorio
Crosten in 1677Figure 2. Galileo Galilei, objective lens, late 1609PrologueThe students who

flock to Florence to visit the Galileo Museum along the Arno, close to the Uffizi and the Ponte
Vecchio, gaze at the object with great anticipation and wonder. Then, disappointed by its rather

unattractive appearance, they wander around looking for something that might better pique their
curiosity. A few—the most motivated, of course—persevere and take a closer look, trying to
glean some mysterious secret.Yet even upon closer inspection, it holds little appeal. Opaque

and dotted with tiny flaws, it has a wide ridged band around it and is a milky, dusty gray color that
almost makes you want to pick it up, blow on it, and then polish it gently to make it clearer and
shinier. If it weren’t so well made and, like a saint’s relic, imprisoned in an exquisite frame of
ebony, ivory, and gilt brass, it would be little more than an ordinary piece of glass—and one that
is broken to boot, crossed by three clearly visible cracks (Figures 1 and 2).That piece of glass is

Galileo’s only extant lens. At the very least, it is the only one that, beyond the shadow of a doubt,
has survived to our day of the many he made, first in Padua and then in Florence: of the
hundreds that, starting in the summer of 1609, he worked ceaselessly to grind himself or with

the help of expert spectacle makers, in order to fit out the “cannon” he wanted to turn skyward to

seek new stars and planets.Optics experts describe it as a biconvex objective lens measuring
58 mm in diameter, with an effective aperture of 38 mm. There is little we don’t know about it. We
know, for example, that Galileo gave it to Grand Duke Ferdinando II; that it was broken

accidentally a few years later; that after Galileo died it was kept in the Guardaroba of the prince
(later cardinal) Leopoldo de’ Medici; that in 1675 it entered the Medici collection and was

jealously guarded at the Uffizi, where it remained until 1793, when it was transferred to the
Museum of Physics and Natural History; and that in the mid-nineteenth century it was placed in

the Tribuna di Galileo with other memorabilia that had belonged to the scientist. We also know
the exact year—1677—that the Medici commissioned Vittorio Crosten, a skilled Dutch carver

who worked at the court of Cosimo III, to make the frame in which the lens was set.Moreover, we
have accurate information about Galileo’s only two extant telescopes, which are displayed close

to the framed lens at the Florentine museum. One is composed of a tube made of two fluted
wooden shells held together by copper hoops and covered in paper; it is 1,273 mm long. The
lenses and diaphragms (possibly Galileo’s originals) are secured with copper rings. The

objective lens measures 50 mm in diameter and the eyepiece 40 mm, and it can magnify up to

fourteen times. The other is composed of a tube made of wooden slats covered in brown leather
overlaid with strips of red leather, and it is finished with exquisite decorations in gold leaf. It is

927 mm long, the objective is 37 mm in diameter, and the eyepiece—not original and added in

the nineteenth century—measures 22 mm; it has a magnification of about twenty times (Figures

3–6).We could go on, of course, perhaps listing the radius of curvature, the positive and negative
focal length, the breadth of visual field, the center thickness of each lens. Yet ultimately nothing
would change, because this type of information, useful as it may be, gives us little insight into

one of the most fascinating chapters in human history.There is something about these tiny

lenses that surprises and captivates us, though no expert on optics and instruments seems able

to explain it. How is it possible that, of the many secrets guarded by European courts between

the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, such an ordinary and essentially ugly object
so radically transformed the world? Amid the countless physicians hawking miraculous formulas
and ointments, astrologers compiling almanacs and horoscopes, alchemists seeking a

philosopher’s stone of some sort, artisans, mechanics, and self-styled inventors of the oddest
and most peculiar things, the secret of the occhiale—the spyglass—must have seemed like one

of the countless creations designed specifically to wrangle privileges and benefits: just another

way to earn a bit of money and make ends meet.Figures 3 and 4. Galileo’s telescopes, 1609–
1610Figures 5 and 6. Galileo’s telescope: eyepiece and objective lens, 1609–1610To learn

more we must thus be willing to read this story, the story of the telescope, with new eyes and try
to recount it with other languages that go beyond those of technology and the applied sciences.
We need far more impure eyes and languages once we decide to set our “most excellent” lenses

in the context of their own space and time, within broader realms than those generally ascribed
to them. Here it is pointless to try to lay down clear boundaries between different areas of

knowledge, and the clear and distinct ideas of the present day ultimately prove to be poor and
empty shells.This is a crime story. Everything began between 1608 and 1610, and then
exploded when the sky, so familiar until then, was shattered, when the heavens contemplated by

Homer and Ovid, Aristotle and Ptolemy, Dante and Thomas Aquinas were wiped out forever. It is

the story of a journey that starts in the middle of 1608 in the Netherlands with the invention of an
instrument able to make distant things seem close, winds its way across Europe, and ends in
Rome in the spring of 1611, when the Jesuit mathematicians of the Collegio Romano

acknowledged that Galileo’s telescopic discoveries were well grounded. In between lies the

transformation of a toy, a Dutch spyglass that could magnify slightly more than three times, into

an astronomical instrument. And therein lies the ensuing discovery of a new sky, announced on
March 13, 1610, through the publication of a short but immensely powerful book: the Sidereus
nuncius, the sidereal message, the starry message or messenger (nuncius means both
“message” and “messenger”).Couched in these terms, however, the story seems far too simple,

unfolding so clearly that it would not be worth exploring by either writer or reader. Yet it has often

been recounted in precisely these terms: that, of course, there was initially some resistance (but
minimal), as is always the case with any valuable innovation; that everything went smoothly; and

that those extraordinary discoveries were universally recognized and admired.But this was not
quite the case. It takes little to cast doubt on this seemingly straightforward story—complete with

a happy ending—and shatter its entire construction. Suffice it to recall a detail often overlooked.
During Galileo’s triumphal journey to Rome on May 17, 1611, the cardinals of the Holy Office

ordered Padua to inform them if the scientist was somehow involved in the trial of the

philosopher Cesare Cremonini, a professor at the university where Galileo had taught for nearly

twenty years, who had been accused of denying the immortality of the soul. This was the first
time Galileo was mentioned by the Roman Inquisition, and it came at the height of his fame for
his astronomical discoveries, well before the start of the exegetic-scriptural battle that led to the

Index’s anti-Copernican decree of March 5, 1616.Why was this information requested? Was

Galileo’s Roman sojourn really as successful as he hastened to tell the grand duke upon his
return? It is in the light (and reevaluation) of documents such as this one that Galileo’s celestial

novelties acquire far different weight. Their impact was much more sudden than we might
imagine, just as the discussions and debates that broke out after March 13, 1610, have a much

deeper meaning than may appear.And then, of course, we come to the subtitle, the fact that it is
a European story. In fact, if we hadn’t been afraid that it might seem like an exaggeration, we

would have added “Another World” to the title, though “world” would be so much more than a

synonym for the sky. For Galileo, the discovery of a new sky immediately triggered a conflict

going beyond the boundaries of astronomy and cosmology. The use of a telescope would lead
him not only to reform astronomy but also to establish a new philosophy destined to overturn the
traditional relationship between man and nature (and thus between man and God). By
abandoning all teleological and anthropocentric views, he distanced himself not only from

Copernicus but also from Kepler. Indeed, 1610 is much more than year zero of telescopic
astronomy. It is the starting point of a revolution that is at once cosmological and anthropological.

The sixteenth century—the long European sixteenth century—did not end with the year 1600, in
which Giordano Bruno was burned at the stake, but with 1610 and the Sidereus. It was through

the telescopic discovery of a new sky that Galileo revealed another world, and this is what so
terrified a poet such as John Donne and a theologian as eminent as Bellarmine.It all began

exactly four centuries ago. This is an enormous span of time, above all for the young people
grappling with that broken lens in the Florentine museum. It was then that, for the very first time,

we realized the heavens were no longer what they appeared to be, nor what we could see with

our eyes; that the word “reality” no longer corresponded to something in front of us, something
we always thought we knew. For the first time, we realized that we cannot discover the truth

about nature through the senses alone. We grasped that there is another world beyond what had

appeared to us for two thousand years (and soon, with the invention of the microscope, we
would learn of yet another world beyond what we can touch).The act of seeing was itself being

redefined and no longer coincided with our natural organ of sight. For this new way of seeing to

be transformed into an act of knowing, however, observational techniques in astronomy also had

to change, for gazing at heavenly bodies as we had always done no longer sufficed. Far more
than in the past, it became necessary never to lose sight of those luminous points, never to stop

observing them, day in and day out. To understand them, it was necessary to learn how to

recount the sky.Yes, perhaps these are the right words, the right caption, to set under our little

piece of cracked glass in order to restore the living splendor of a great thing. But even if this were
the case, these words alone cannot fully reveal the secret of the spyglass: namely, that it

inaugurated a new way of seeing. To grasp this watershed in human history, there is something
we must do first. We must take our new artificial eyes, those minuscule, transparent lenses
inserted at the ends of wooden or cardboard tubes, and place them in their original location, in
Galileo’s workshop in Padua, filled with his mathematical, mechanical, and military instruments.

We need to set them on his worktable with its penetrating smell of glue and putty; amid wood
shavings and glass dust; alongside wooden and brass compasses, armed magnets, sheets of
glass and crystal to be cut and ground, prepared wooden cylinders already drilled at the ends,
and pieces of wet cardboard left in a corner to dry.Then we must try to understand the man,

Galileo. At a certain point in his life, why did he feel compelled to throw himself heart and soul
into an undertaking that few were able to comprehend? Why did he decide to interrupt a project

that, while daring in its own right, happened to be logical—writing a Copernican work starting
with the examination of familiar phenomena such as the tides—and instead invest all his energy

into making an instrument that might even prove to be inadequate, given the enormous

distances between Earth and the heavenly bodies, and which would contribute little to improving

the concrete work of the astronomers calculating ephemerides?In those years virtually no one
questioned the ontological difference between heaven and earth. This was taught in the

university classrooms of northern Europe as well as of Italy and Spain, and was unconditionally
accepted by the lower classes. The difference between Earth and the heavenly bodies was an

absolute truth for astrologers and astronomers, theologians and philosophers of every ilk and
school, and both high and low culture. It was also the first crucial objection raised against

anyone who wanted to follow in Copernicus’s footsteps and insisted on tossing the Earth up
amid the heavenly bodies. It was a theological and philosophical objection, but above all it was a

consideration based on common sense. Thinking of Earth as a heavenly body would destroy not

only the image of nature and the cosmos but also the accepted and shared way of
thinking.Starting in the spring of 1609, when the Dutch spyglass began to circulate, Galileo’s

project for Copernican physics and cosmology reached a radical turning point. It unexpectedly
entered a new phase, as he oriented his research toward observing the sky rather than

attempting to explain terrestrial phenomena such as the tides. If one could use a powerful

spyglass to observe the surface of the Moon and compare it with Earth’s, then what would
prevent someone from considering Earth to be a heavenly body like the Moon? If the Moon
turned out to be covered with mountains, just like Earth, a millenary representation of the sky

would be shattered. And this would occur not in the realm of abstract principles, in positing a
new and different world system, but in the far more tangible and substantial realm of facts. These

were the very facts that forty years earlier had allowed Tycho Brahe to demonstrate the fluidity of
the heavens and the presence of new stars in the firmament. The challenge would no longer lie
between books and books, between commentators and commentators; it would no longer be an

exercise conducted behind the closed doors of university classrooms. No, it would be between
philosophers in libris and new producers of knowledge, who were at once mathematicians and
philosophers, but at the same time also the skilled builders of new objects: men capable of

working not only with their minds but also with their hands.At this point, we might be tempted to
think that our picture is almost complete; its contours have been sketched out and we need only

begin. But this is not actually the case, because the birth of a new sky, and of the ensuing
relationships between humans, God, and nature, is much more complex than it seems. In our

attempt to understand one of the watersheds in the transition to modernity—along with the

discovery of America—we cannot merely study Galileo’s most famous astronomical work as if it
were an island and there were nothing else left to say. It takes much more to understand the

importance of those spare little pages. If this were the aim of our book, then why bother, given
that it has already been done countless times? Wouldn’t that be a pointless rhetorical exercise?

A repetition of universally known words and events?Our starting point was different. This book
was inspired by the conviction that often it is places alone that can tell stories properly and that,
as a result, this extraordinarily renowned book—the Sidereus nuncius—can be examined
differently. We might even be tempted to eliminate the adverb “often” and say that if we do not

start where men have acted and interacted, where certain objects were juxtaposed with others,

and where particular words and ideas were uttered or developed, then we will grasp little of this
story. That said, we have no intention of venturing into abstract and often futile discussions on
historical method. We are not interested in doing that, because there are always cases that

cannot be reduced to any kind of theoretical framework.In short, what worked for us, for our

project, was the idea that places are archives of the truth they have witnessed. It was only by
starting with the close relationship between these new, far-seeing objects and the different

places in which they were crafted, donated, purchased, compared, and coveted that we have
been able to reconstruct such an important part of European history.There is no such thing as

the history of the telescope unfolding vertically around a single figure at the top. But there is one
punctuated by countless horizontal histories that intersect in a number of places and that have

never been fully recounted before. This is why the book you’re reading drew on various strengths

and areas of expertise. We felt that the best way to voice this synchronic spatial dimension was
to let the many (and often divergent) ways in which Galileo’s contemporaries viewed his

telescopic undertaking speak for themselves: the various ways in which this new object was
grasped, used, and reinvented as it changed hands and cities.The reader will travel with us

across Europe—this is our invitation—because our pages focus not only on Galileo but also on a

far more irregular universe, punctuated with words, images, and objects pertaining to different

worlds and cultures. This is why Galileo’s point of view alone cannot suffice. Nor was his way of
thinking about the universe enough to give us insight into what actually happened during those
extraordinary years. His projects tied to perfecting the spyglass and constructing a heliocentric

cosmology were thus interwoven with those of other men who viewed things differently, and they
spawned the enthralling social history of one of the most important scientific discoveries of

modernity, outside of which Galileo’s own story would be impoverished and perhaps not fully

understood.Recounting the birth of a new sky meant that we had to immerse ourselves in a
broader spatial perspective than has been done so far. Everything unfolded in Europe, as we

have noted, but it ultimately spread as far as India and China, and the leading players in this
story—alongside Galileo—were not only mathematicians, astronomers, philosophers, and

theologians such as Sarpi, Kepler, Harriot, Bellarmine, and Magini, but also princes and

sovereigns such as Rudolph II, Henry IV, and James I, along with ambassadors, papal nuncios,
court dignitaries, artisans, travelers, cardinals including Scipione Borghese and Federico

Borromeo, poets and writers of the caliber of John Donne, and painters such as Jan Brueghel,

Peter Paul Rubens, and Ludovico Cigoli. And alongside them there was a world of botteghe and
workshops, post houses and seaports, court banquets and assemblies of cardinals, in which
different bodies of knowledge converged and clashed, and where certain places, with their
boundaries and religious beliefs, played a critical role in the circulation and even the production

of knowledge.It was in places such as these that the news of first the Dutch spyglass and then

Galileo’s telescope spread like wildfire, and through the most disparate and unusual channels.

Ambassadors’ dispatches, travel diaries, and secondhand information in private letters wrought
a climate of feverish curiosity, so by the summer of 1609 demand was soaring in every class of
European society for this strange object that, before being referred to as a spyglass or

telescope, was christened with an array of highly imaginative names: fistula dioptrica and

perspicillum in Latin; lunettes in French; instrument om verre te sien in Dutch; cylinder,
perspective cylinder, and perspective trunckes in English; cannone, cannone dalla vista lunga,

trombetta, visorio, and, in some cases, simply occhiale grande, occhialone, or occhiale di canna
in Italian. But some called it the occhiale di Galileo, almost as if it had its own brand name.This

may be the first case in which a secret—and a scientific invention—immediately gained such
vast public and international prominence that it crossed every geographical barrier, was

projected throughout the known world, and did not merely remain within the confines of the
Republic of Letters. It is also because of this that our book can be defined as belonging to the

social history of science.We must nevertheless observe that the Galileo who emerges from
these pages is quite different from the one portrayed in Galileo, Courtier, by Mario Biagioli

(1993), a book indubitably packed with information and original ideas but in our opinion

unsupported in its underlying thesis. This is not only because we are convinced it would be

simplistic to interpret Galileo’s Copernican commitment and his proposal for a new philosophy of
nature as opportunism, dictated by the cultural system of patronage and his desire to attain a

social and professional standing as a philosopher and mathematician. It is above all because we
think it would be misleading to assume that his undertaking was centered solely in Florence, as

if the time he spent in Padua—nearly eighteen years—were a random digression from the longcoveted climb up the social ladder unexpectedly offered to him by the Dutch spyglass. In fact,
according to Biagioli’s recent Galileo’s Instruments of Credit (2006), Galileo’s astronomical

discoveries were merely the chance to construct his own scientific authoritativeness and

personal credibility, thanks to an astute plan to maximize his credit by dedicating the satellites to
the Medici so he could acquire a fully legitimate social status.We are instead convinced that it all

began before that, in Padua and Venice, where Galileo’s endorsement of the Copernican

cosmology was consolidated, and where his close rapport with Sarpi and the latter’s circle
played a decisive role. The watershed was not Florence but Padua and Venice in the years 1609–

1610. And it was the telescope, the arduous construction of this new instrument, that
transformed what until then had been his “silent Copernicanism” into a great and daring public

project. This wholly unexpected path would forever change his life.As we worked on our book,
there naturally emerged elements that demanded further investigation, leading us to probe
things in greater detail and trace such analytical paths that maps and chronologies ended up
being more and more important. No longer tools intended to supplement the text, they became

an integral part of this work, essential not only in order to understand how the individual

circumstances unfolded but also to revisit books whose drafting cannot be separated from a

dense network of spatial relationships.Readers will thus find we have taken an approach to the
history of science that avoids the contrast between intellectual history that privileges the world of
ideas (scientific, philosophical, and theological alike) and another history played out in a political

and social context. This, in any case, has been our intent. Likewise, the unique and concrete
nature of the thousands of threads running through these stories made it impossible to take an
overly rigid approach and belied historiographical theories that, intriguing though they may be,

have ultimately proven to be sterile and baseless. In attempting to understand how certain
theories arose and were interpreted, we felt the need to be in several places at once. Allowing
these places to speak meant giving voice to the tangible actions of men and ideas in the realms

of politics, literature, and art. What has emerged is an integrated history of the telescope

composed of faint and sporadic traces, but it is a very rich and multiform history. It is a reality
composed of many elements that do not always entwine to form a common thread but that, in

some cases, end up overlapping chaotically and, in turn, become the center and origin of
something else: a wonderful challenge for those of our métier.Figure 7. Jan Brueghel the Elder,
Landscape with View of the Castle of Mariemont, 1611ONEFrom the Low CountriesThis is the
very first image of a Dutch spyglass (Figure 7 and Plate 1).1 Despite the fact that the scene is
dominated by the lush landscape around the castle, the most striking aspect is the detail with

the instrument. Although at first glance it seems to hold little significance, it is impossible not to

notice it, above all when we close in on the figures at the lower left to examine the man holding it
up to his eye. Along with the instrument, he is the true focal point of the painting (Figure 8).The

man with the spyglass is Archduke Albert of Austria, brother of Emperor Rudolf II, and the artist
who portrayed him in this pose was Jan Brueghel the Elder, nicknamed “Velvet Brueghel.” The
castle is Mariemont, a few miles south of Brussels, boasting a park full of luxuriant flora and wild

animals, crossed by brooks and dotted with impressive fountains.The instant we understand the

focus of this image, the whole picture emerges in a different and unexpected light. The
landscape simply becomes an evocative setting observed by the protagonist, yet this is not a

natural gaze of the naked eye. In an interplay of allusions, the painting also flaunts a status
symbol, the unequivocal sign of power, conveyed by the fact that the archduke possesses the

latest technological invention.Brueghel depicted the castle of Mariemont a number of times, and

the spyglass also appears in several of his paintings, often executed in collaboration with Peter

Paul Rubens, such as the famous Allegory of Sight (1617), now at the Prado in Madrid (Plate
2).But this is the only work in which Mariemont and the spyglass are depicted together. It was

executed between 1609 and 1612, shortly after a twelve-year truce was reached between the
southern provinces, controlled by the Habsburg dynasty, and the rebellious provinces of the

north. Starting in 1598, Albert and his consort, Infanta Isabella of Spain and Portugal, ruled over
all the Low Countries, although this sovereignty was effectively limited to the Belgian provinces.

That truce had been pursued zealously, as it acknowledged the independence of the United
Provinces but also put an end to the religious and civil wars that had lacerated the Low

Countries for over forty years.Figure 8. Jan Brueghel the Elder, Landscape with View of the
Castle of Mariemont, 1611, detailTaking advantage of the truce, the archdukes wanted to bring
new prosperity to their territories, rebuild the cities that were in ruins, restore dignity to the

churches devastated by iconoclasm, and renovate the palaces in which they lived. These works
reflected their status and prestige as sovereigns, and were aimed at reviving the lost splendor

and ancient grandeur of the Burgundian court.2 This was certainly an ambitious plan, and to
implement it they decided to call in artists and architects of the caliber of Otto Van Veen,
Wenceslas Coebergher, Brueghel, and Rubens.3The royal palace in Brussels was renovated,

and one of its wings was completely rebuilt and filled with lavish tapestries. Then it was the turn
of the castle of Tervuren, the archdukes’ hunting lodge, followed by their summer residence,

Mariemont. Albert and Isabella transformed the three residences into microcosms, a living

encyclopedia, decorating them with hundreds of paintings by Flemish artists as well as Italian

masters, and filling them with rare plants, precious stones, and exotic animals. The vast
collection of scientific instruments was equally important, with priceless astrolabes, solar

quadrants, theodolites, and celestial globes, all of which were exquisitely crafted at the
workshops of Michel Coignet in Antwerp and Juan Cocart in Madrid.4 These were tangible signs

of a court that expressed its political power in part through the magnificence of its venues and

the furnishings chosen to adorn them. Just as we now associate the name of Louis XIV with
Versailles, the people of the era connected Albert and Isabella with their castles in Brussels,
Tervuren, and Mariemont.5Brueghel’s painting, now in the United States at the Virginia Museum

of Fine Arts in Richmond, unquestionably reflects this cultural policy. The painting shows the
castle of Mariemont as it appeared between 1608 and 1611, by which time most of the initial

expansion and renovation work had been completed.6 To the right of the main palace we can
clearly see the new ramparts and the red-brick clock tower, built between 1608 and 1610 (Plate
1).7 Moreover, Brueghel, appointed court painter in 1609, reproduced this very image in two

other paintings, one now at the Prado in Madrid and datable around 1611–1612, and the other
at the Musée des Beaux-Arts in Dijon, signed by the author and dated 1612.8The castle of

Mariemont became one of the archdukes’ favorite residences the moment they set foot in the
Low Countries, and their court was officially headquartered there in the summer.9 When the

truce was signed with the United Provinces in 1609, Mariemont became the symbol of renewed
peace and the legitimate sovereignty of Albert and Isabella over the Low Countries of the south.
In effect, Brueghel’s paintings so masterfully illustrated their full splendor that one of them—now

at the Prado—was sent to the king of Spain for this very purpose.10Yet there is something

unique about our painting: the spyglass through which the archduke observes the birds flitting
around the park. Albert obtained it at the end of March 1609, just a few days before the truce

was formally signed (April 9 of that year). It was during the decisive stages of these negotiations

—the last week of September 1608—that the spyglass officially debuted at The Hague, the
headquarters of the States-General of the Republic of the United Provinces. In a certain sense,

this too was a political symbol, set within the context of the grueling and stormy negotiations that

would culminate in a temporary agreement.Underlying the painting is the troubled management

of the truce, yet the artwork’s light colors and orderly presentation of objects intentionally convey
the archduke’s palpable aura of serenity while, out for a stroll, he enjoys the scenery using an

instrument from the place where the negotiations had been held. Few people had such an
instrument at their disposal in March 1609. Yet just a few months later, these odd new

spectacles reached Europe’s most important cities and, one way or another, were tied to what
would occur in The Hague in September and October 1608.The history of the Dutch spyglass
clearly went through Mariemont. This story has been narrated time and again, but it has always

been sketched out in the vaguest of terms, so it merits retelling. Here we will investigate some of
the key details that, for some reason, have been overlooked, but we will also probe others that
have never been discussed before.Toward the end of September 1608, Hans Lipperhey, a

German-born spectacle maker, set out for The Hague from his adopted home, Middelburg, the

capital of Zeeland, which was one of the seven United Provinces of the Low Countries.

Lipperhey hoped to be granted an audience with Count Maurice of Nassau, stadtholder and
commander of the armed forces of the United Provinces, and one of Europe’s most adroit

military strategists.11 He brought with him a letter of presentation from the councilors of his
province, dated September 25, 1608, saying that he wanted to show Maurice a new invention: “a

certain device through which all things at a very great distance can be seen as if they were
nearby.”12The Middelburg spectacle maker reached The Hague at the height of a political crisis

that had yet to be resolved. A terrible clash was unfolding, sparked not only by the Spanish
Habsburgs’ acknowledgment of the independence of the United Provinces but also by the right

of the latter to continue trade with the East Indies. This was a crucial point, given the huge
financial interests involved. It was so important, in fact, that it led to a breakdown in negotiations
at the end of August 1608. In effect, just a few weeks later the United Provinces proved they had

no intention of relinquishing their contacts with the Far East when Maurice of Nassau received
two Siamese ambassadors on their first visit to a European country.13 These emissaries arrived

with the retinue of Admiral Corneille Matelief, who had left three years earlier at the helm of a

fleet of eleven ships owned by the Dutch East India Company, with the aim of establishing
commercial relations with China. Since the admiral’s mission had ultimately failed, however, the
United Provinces hoped to achieve their goal through the good offices of the king of Siam.14It

was during this course of events that Lipperhey traveled to The Hague and entered its difficult
climate, bogged down by the hustle and bustle of delegates participating in the umpteenth

series of negotiations in an attempt to resolve this impasse. The United Provinces were
represented by Maurice of Nassau and Grand Pensionary Johan Van Oldenbarneveldt, and the
archdukes by the Genoese Ambrogio Spinola, who had led the Spanish Armada in the Southern

Low Countries since 1605. Other leading European diplomats were also seated around the

negotiating table, including Pierre Jeannin, the special envoy of Henry IV, and the ambassadors
of James I, Sir Ralph Winwood and Sir Richard Spenser.Discussions revolved around the

proposal advanced by England and, above all, France to stipulate an extended truce with
Brussels.15 News about the developments of these complex negotiations reached the main
European courts through the usual confidential diplomatic channels—in other words, dispatches

and reports sent by ambassadors stationed in Holland. At the same time, however, the news
began to circulate more widely thanks to handwritten notices and the first printed folios, which

arose in this very period.One of these is especially important to our story. This document is just
twelve pages long and does not cite the printing venue; its title—in ungrammatical French—

reads Ambassades du Roy de Siam envoyé à l’Excellence du Prince Maurice, arrivé à la Haye le
10. Septemb. 1608. Even though the only indication on the title page is a generic “L’an de grace

1608,” it is very likely that it was published in October of that year.The anonymous author,

indubitably a partisan from the United Provinces, gives us a rather singular opinion of the
negotiations. He does not refer directly to the difficulties and perplexities the motion for a truce
raised among delegates. Instead, he was struck by two episodes that, during the days so

decisive for the fate of the Low Countries, may have seemed irrelevant or marginal: the visit of
the ambassadors of the king of Siam and the presentation of Lipperhey’s “new invention” to

Maurice of Nassau.This well-informed chronicler can be credited with the vivid account of the
curious outcome of the Middelburg spectacle maker’s journey to The Hague. This is how things

went in his reconstruction.A few days before the departure of Spinola from The Hague, a
spectacle maker from Middelburg, a humble, very religious and God-fearing man, presented to

His Excellency [Prince Maurice] certain glasses by means of which one can detect and see
distinctly things three or four miles removed from us as if we were seeing them from a hundred

paces. From the tower of The Hague, one clearly sees, with the said glasses, the clock of Delft
and the windows of the church of Leiden, despite the fact that these cities are distant from The
Hague one and a half and three and a half hours by road, respectively. When the States[General] heard about them, they asked His Excellency to see them, and he sent them to them,
saying that with these glasses they would see the tricks of the enemy. Spinola too saw them with

great amazement and said to Prince Henry [Frederick Henry of Nassau, Maurice’s younger
brother]: “From now on I could no longer be safe, for you will see me from afar.” To which the said

prince replied: “We shall forbid our men to shoot at you.” The master [spectacle] maker of the

said glasses was given three hundred guilders, and was promised more for making others, with
the command not to teach the said art to anyone. This he promised willingly, not wishing that the

enemies would be able to avail themselves of them against us.16The events cited in this report
spread across Europe with astonishing speed, and at virtually the same time the instrument

became an overnight success. But why did Lipperhey’s glasses create such a stir? Obviously,
the novelty was not glasses used to correct poor vision. After all, spectacles fitted with convex

lenses for presbyopia and concave lenses for myopia had been around for centuries.17 They
were used regularly by this time, and it is unlikely that they would have been newsworthy in 1608.

No, they attracted attention for another reason. What was so intriguing was the way the
Middelburg craftsman had put these two types of lenses together to build a satisfactory

magnifying instrument.Yet there was little new about this either. Efforts to understand how a
combination of two lenses, or of a lens and a mirror, could make distant objects seem larger
went back to the second half of the sixteenth century. It was not a secret; in fact, the practical

effect was rather well known in various parts of Europe. There were numerous allusions to it in

the literature of the era, in which there was also fanciful speculation on legendary and
“telescopic” burning glasses such as those of Archimedes and the Lighthouse of Alexandria.18
One had merely to read the second edition of Giovan Battista Della Porta’s Magia naturalis

(1589), a very popular scientific encyclopedia reprinted a number of times and translated into

various languages, to find a clear and explicit description of the properties of convex and
concave lenses, as well as of their extraordinary magnification power.19Map 1. Circulation of
the Dutch spyglass: September 1608–August 1609Therefore, it took no special talent or unique

inventiveness to come up with the idea that combining two different lenses—for example,

inserted at the ends of a tube—would create a device allowing people to see faraway objects
enlarged. If anything, the real problem was that this combination of lenses failed to produce
sharp images. Despite the fact that the progress made in the production of glass and the

introduction of new grinding techniques had improved the sphericity of concave or convex
surfaces, lens quality still left much to be desired.20 As a result, the game was played out on a
material level: transforming a widely known idea into an instrument that could perform
well.Therein lay the secret to Lipperhey’s success. Although his lenses were no better than

those of other craftsmen, he must have used an approach that allowed him to remedy the
problem of the lenses’ poor quality. Although no proof remains today, the most plausible theory

is that he applied a paper diaphragm with a small aperture in front of the lenses, thereby
mitigating the optical distortions caused by inadequate grinding of their edges.21 It was a rather

simple expedient—in fact, it was promptly noted and understood by others, including Galileo—

thanks to which the images of distant objects became much clearer.22When Lipperhey showed
his instrument to Maurice of Nassau at the end of September 1608, the innovation was not the

concept of a system of lenses to magnify things, but the fact that it actually worked. This was the

sensational news that immediately spread throughout Europe. And the Ambassades du Roy de

Siam simply announced this, disclosing that some of Europe’s most skilled men-at-arms had
witnessed the extraordinary results of Lipperhey’s instrument.There was more. With growing
emphasis, the anonymous chronicler seemed to suggest that these results had been extended

to astronomical observation, reporting that “even the stars which ordinarily are invisible to our
sight and our eyes, because of their smallness and the weakness of our sight, can be seen by
means of this instrument.”23Aside from this vague and minimal reference, there are no other
documents attesting to the use of Lipperhey’s spyglass for astronomical purposes. In short, we
do not know if someone in Holland turned it skyward to discern new things or details invisible to

the naked eye. In any case, it is highly unlikely that such a rudimentary instrument would have
been up to the task. What is instead certain is that what aroused such enormous interest was its

obvious military applications, and it is equally certain that it proved so easy to build that, after
merely hearing about it and without even needing to examine it, a number of spectacle makers
were able to reproduce it. In fact, within nine months the spyglass could be purchased in all the

most important European cities.At this point, we must closely follow the channels through which
the news spread, and with it the instrument itself. We need to understand the features of the
device Lipperhey brought to The Hague.Although the Ambassades offers no technical details

about its structure or magnification, other sources provide a rather accurate idea. For example,
we find that the spyglasses Pierre de L’Estoile, auditor of the Royal Chancellery, examined in

Paris in April 1609 were “composed of a tube about a foot long” and that “at each end there

[was] a glass.”24 In August of that year, Della Porta wrote from Naples to describe “a silver-

plated tin tube measuring a palm” that had “a convex lens at one end,” inserted into which was
“another tube measuring four fingers long” attached to a lens “concave at the end.”25 This tells

us that the first specimens measured a palm and four digits, or about 30 to 35 cm. These figures
tally with Johannes Walchius’s detailed description in his Decas fabularum, published in the fall

of 1609, in which we find another important detail: that the tube measured “about three digits” in
diameter.26 Moreover, this also matches what Galileo wrote in the Sidereus nuncius, where he
recounted that his first spyglass magnified objects three times over.27 This was the kind of
instrument that Lipperhey showed Maurice of Nassau: a spyglass that was not very powerful but
was unquestionably useful for sightings on land, as documented by the Ambassades.Lipperhey
demonstrated his creation at Maurice of Nassau’s palace toward the end of September 1608. At

the same time, the first news of the spectacular performance of this new invention reached The

Hague, and naturally, its promising military applications did not escape two experts of the caliber
of Ambrogio Spinola and Pierre Jeannin. In fact, the two soon procured specimens for their

respective sovereigns.What happened at this point—when Count Maurice realized that

Lipperhey’s instrument actually worked—clearly emerges from the minutes of the States-

General. Everything transpired in the space of a month or so.On October 2, 1608, discussions
were held regarding the spectacle maker’s request for an exclusive patent in exchange for his
promise to build the instrument solely for the United Provinces. Instead of making an immediate

decision, however, the assembly chose to appoint a committee to examine the matter in greater

depth and negotiate with the Middelburg craftsman.28 An agreement was reached on October
6, just four days later. As requested by the committee, Lipperhey pledged to craft an improved

version of his device, which had to make it possible to see “with both eyes” and envisioned the

use of lenses made of “rock crystal,” telling us just how poor the quality of the glass used for his
first model must have been. He was given a down payment of 300 guilders and would receive

the balance of 600 as soon as he finished the work—but only if it was satisfactory. At that point,
the States-General would hand down a decision. In any case, Lipperhey was asked not to

disclose his secret.29Within a matter of days, however, the scenario was upended by news that
came, yet again, from Middelburg. The town was home to the oldest glassworks of the Northern
Low Countries. Founded in 1581 with the help of several Italian craftsmen, it had rapidly become

the region’s leading glassmaking industry, a prime position it shared with Amsterdam. In the

early seventeenth century, these cities had become known for glass of such exceptional quality
that it was even exported to Venice.30 Therefore, it is unsurprising that on October 14, 1608,

while Lipperhey’s patent application was still pending, the councilors of the province of Zeeland

informed the States-General that in Middelburg there was “a young man who says he too knows
the art, and who has demonstrated the same thing with a similar instrument.” Moreover, they

expressed the valid suspicion that there were several around and that “the art could not remain a

secret,” given how easy it was to reproduce, particularly once “the form of the tube” was seen
and it became clear that there was a lens at both ends.31As if this were not enough, the arrival

of this information virtually overlapped another patent request submitted to the States-General
by a craftsman named Jacob Metius, from the town of Alkmaar in the province of Holland. After
two years of studying the effects that could be obtained with “the use of glass,” he too stated that
he had “invented” an instrument to see distant things “more clearly.” He had devoted most of his

time to improving it, and once he achieved a satisfactory product, he offered it to Maurice of
Nassau, who observed that it was just as sound as the one that had recently been shown to him
by the spectacle maker from Middelburg. Consequently, as soon as Metius heard about

Lipperhey’s patent application, he claimed the priority of his discovery and requested that he not
be robbed of the legitimate fruits of his labor.32Less than three months after its official debut, a

battle was already raging over paternity of the spyglass. Not two but three claimants asserted
that they were the inventors, and two of them—Lipperhey and Metius—even demanded that the
States-General give them an exclusive patent. The situation was further complicated by the fact
that, outside the boundaries of the Low Countries, there was a “Dutchman” who, according to

the testimony of the astronomer Simon Mayr, considered himself the “first inventor” and was
trying to sell a spyglass at the autumn fair in Frankfurt, at essentially the same time as Lipperhey

was setting out for The Hague.33In short, at the beginning of October 1608, in three different

cities well connected with The Hague—Middelburg and Alkmaar are about forty-five miles away,
respectively to the south and north, while Frankfurt is just over three hundred miles to the

southeast—there were at least four craftsman who owned a spyglass. Regardless of any
decision reached by the States-General, there was no doubt about one thing: that there were no

longer any secrets about the instrument, as its mechanisms were known by this time and could
easily be reproduced.34The minutes from the subsequent sessions of the States-General
illustrate how this complicated and somewhat embarrassing situation unfolded. Metius’s case

was examined during the meeting of October 17. The delegates decided to reward him with 100
guilders, urging him to “further his invention for seeing far, in order to bring the same to

perfection,” and promising him that they would hand down a statement regarding his patent

application.35 In other words, aside from the financial aspect, Metius was being treated in

exactly the same way as Lipperhey had been around ten days earlier. As to the latter, we can
easily imagine that he spent the months of October and November building his binocular
spyglass with rock-crystal lenses.On December 15, 1608, “the instrument for seeing far with
both eyes” was on the table of the committee appointed by the States-General. At this point, a

decision was finally made: Lipperhey’s patent application was rejected because it was obvious
that “several others have knowledge of the invention.” This provision applied to all other

requests, past and future, and put an end once and for all to a situation that had spun out for

about three months. Nevertheless, given that his instrument was deemed to be of good quality,
Lipperhey was ordered to build two more, for which he received 300 guilders, with the

agreement that he would receive the balance of 300, as established, when the work was
finished.36We do not know what use the States-General made of Lipperhey’s first binocular

telescope. We do know, however, why they wanted two more: to give them to a valuable and

powerful ally, King Henry IV of France, who, with his minister Jeannin, was playing a decisive
role in negotiating the conflict with the Southern Low Countries.37According to records,

Lipperhey delivered the two instruments intended for the French king on February 13, 1609.

That same day he received the 300 guilders he was owed, but from then on his name fails to

appear in any official Dutch document. So we have no way of knowing if he built other
spyglasses for private customers—nor, if so, how many—before he passed away in Middelburg

later that year, on September 29.While Jeannin was in a position to request the spyglass directly
from the States-General, General Spinola, as delegate for the archdukes and thus the

counterpart in the dispute, certainly did not enjoy the same privilege. We do know, however, that

he was still in The Hague when Lipperhey presented his “glasses” to Count Maurice and that he
managed to procure an instrument for himself. He left the city on September 30, 1608, and
stopped in Brussels, where he announced the invention of the spyglass to at least two high-

ranking figures. One was none other than Archduke Albert of Austria, governor of the Spanish

Netherlands, a man with a passion for science, and a knowledgeable collector of instruments.38
The other was Archbishop Guido Bentivoglio, who had arrived in Brussels in the summer of

1607 to serve as apostolic nuncio for Pope Paul V.As an authoritative representative of the

Church of Rome at a Catholic court, Bentivoglio was welcomed into the most exclusive
aristocratic circles and was privy to information off-limits to other diplomats.39 From the moment

he arrived, he sent a continuous flurry of dispatches on the difficult political situation in the Low
Countries. He did not always write about politics, however, and one letter in particular discusses

the spyglass. Sent from Brussels on April 2, 1609, and addressed to the cardinal-nephew

Scipione Borghese, it is a valuable document because it tells us how the instrument reached
Brussels from the United Provinces. We can read it in its entirety:When Marquis Spinola
returned from Holland, among other things he reported to the Most Serene Archduke that Count

Maurice had an instrument, with which he could see the most distant things as if they were right
before his eyes; and the Marquis added that he thought the Count had procured this instrument

to see in the distance on the occasion of wars or of strongholds he wished to besiege, or
encampments, or enemies marching in the countryside or similar things, which could benefit

him. The Archduke and the Marquis himself then had the very great desire to have such an
instrument and several came into their hands, although not as fine as Count Maurice’s. I recently

had the chance to test that of His Royal Highness, as I was with him, and with the Most Serene
Infanta, hunting herons outside the gates of Brussels. From there the Tower at Malines, which

with the naked eye can barely be discerned, appearing very small and indeed blurred, seen

through the aforesaid instrument was revealed with its very large and distinct form, and one

could make out the orders of the Tower, and the windows with other even smaller parts still
under construction. Yet this is a distance of about ten Italian miles.40This means that at the end
of March 1609 Albert of Austria owned instruments like the one shown to Maurice of Nassau the

previous September. Moreover, it was with one of these very instruments that the archduke had
Brueghel portray him in the park of his castle at Mariemont. Shortly thereafter, spyglasses

started to be built in the Southern Low Countries as well, as documented by a deed dated May
5, 1609, in which, from Brussels, Albert ordered a payment of 90 guilders “for two artificial tubes

to see far away, made for us.”41Yet Bentivoglio’s letter also tells us more. In it, we learn that the
apostolic nuncio found “this instrument quite intriguing,” thought it could “provide great

enjoyment,” and went to great lengths to “procure one.” His zeal was motivated not by his own
satisfaction but, rather, by the pleasure it might give “to His Holiness [Paul V] and Your

Excellency.” Consequently, with the same courier he had sent “the instrument to the hands of

Lord Entio, my brother, so that he may deliver it to Your Excellency in my name. If the pleasure of

Your Excellency is not as great as my opinion of the instrument, I hope that at least my diligence
will be appreciated.”42 On April 2, 1609, another spyglass was shipped to Rome, where it was

probably delivered toward the end of the month.43 In any event, it reached the city before May

23, as documented by a draft penned by Scipione Borghese that same day and addressed to
Bentivoglio: “The precious gift and the instrument [was] given to me in the name of Your Lordship

by Lord Entio, your brother, which I greatly appreciate, as befits the perfection and powerful
virtue enclosed in a small body, and the new device unknown to past centuries cannot help but
show us infinite marvels. I myself saw the effect, and with the greatest pleasure. Therefore, Your

Lordship can believe that not only the gift but also the thought of obtaining it for me has been

and is most dear to me. I thank you most sincerely and wish you all happiness.”44That the news

immediately spread through Rome is confirmed by a letter the doctor and refined art collector
Giulio Mancini, future chief physician to Urban VIII, sent his brother Deifebo in Siena on July

3.45 “A glass arrived here, said to have belonged to Count Maurice, which shows very distant
things, they say in Grottaferrata or in Frascati from here in Rome,” he wrote. “I have not seen it,
but someone who tested it and whose sight is not poor but quite imperfect told me that from

Monte Cavallo he saw a friend and recognized him as he went to San Pietro in Montorio and it is
a most wondrous thing, especially because from the other end it makes very nearby things most

tiny though they are very large. The glass is in the hands of His Excellency Borghese.”46As we
can see, although less than a year had elapsed since the new spectacles had first appeared,
they had already sparked a great deal of interest. We need merely consider the specimens
discussed so far to grasp not only their widespread circulation but also their social prestige. At

The Hague, the States-General and the head of their armed forces owned more than one; in

Paris, two others were in the hands of the king of France; in Brussels, Archduke Albert and
General Spinola had managed to procure and then manufacture them on their own; and it is also
certain that they were sent to Rudolf II in Prague and the Spanish king in Madrid.47 Lastly, in

Rome one was at the pope’s complete disposal.48What we can sketch out here is a map that,
aside from its geographical significance, is characterized above all by the political standing of

the instrument’s recipients. It is a map of those in power, who almost immediately grasped the
importance of the new invention and were attracted by its promising possibilities in the political

and military arena.The complicated story of the Dutch spyglass does not end here. There are
still two key details to recount, allowing us to leave the Low Countries to go first to Paris and then
on to London and Venice.Jeannin informed the French king of Lipperhey’s “new invention” on

December 28, 1608, but the Ambassades du Roy de Siam had already reached Paris about a
month earlier.49 On November 18, Pierre de L’Estoile noted in his journal that a friend had

shown him “two manuscript notices from The Hague, in Holland.” The first had been printed in

Sedan, while the latter, still in manuscript form and “much shorter and more significant,” had to

do with “certain glasses presented to Count Maurice.” L’Estoile had given a copy of both notices
to a printer, who would publish them shortly thereafter.50 This promptly came to pass just a few
days later, as documented on November 23, 1608: “C. B. [Claude Berion, the printer] has
delivered four printed copies of the small notices I was shown in manuscript form last Tuesday.”
He gave copies to two of his friends, kept one for himself, and offered the other to the English

ambassador in Paris.51 This contact was unquestionably one of the ways—perhaps the most
important—through which information about the spyglass and its possible applications reached

England by the end of the year.52But L’Estoile was not the only one in Paris with a copy of the
Ambassades. An Italian-born Huguenot by the name of Francesco Castrino read the notice and

immediately informed Paolo Sarpi in Venice, who replied that he had already received it in

November 1608 directly from The Hague.53 Five months later, in April 1609, it wasn’t just the

news that circulated but the instrument itself. It could be found and purchased virtually

everywhere, confirming what Jeannin had already grasped: that it was “by no means difficult to
imitate this first invention.”54 Again thanks to L’Estoile’s testimony, we know that on April 30 a
spectacle maker was even selling it on the Pont Marchand.55 The following month, “a

Frenchman” claiming to be a partner of the Dutch inventor “rushed into Milan” to offer just such

an instrument to Pedro Enríquez de Acevedo, Count of Fuentes, who was serving as governor
and general there.56 It is possible that this Frenchman was the “ultramontane” who, as the
erudite antiquarian Lorenzo Pignoria wrote on August 1 to the clergyman Paolo Gualdo in Rome,

had brought to Padua “one of the spyglasses [occhiali in canna], about which you have already
written to me.”57 This sentence bears emphasizing, because it tells us that a few months earlier

Gualdo must have informed Pignoria that the “instrument” Bentivoglio sent Cardinal Scipione

Borghese on April 2 had arrived, but also that, by the end of July at the very latest, a similar
specimen had made its appearance in Padua.Yet it was not in Padua that the occhiali in canna

made their debut in the territories of the Venetian Republic. In mid-July 1609 Sarpi had already
had the chance to see them in Venice, almost certainly thanks to the “ultramontane,” who, before

heading to Padua, had attempted to sell them to the doge as if they were something highly
confidential. Yet in other Italian cities the new instrument was neither secret nor new by this time.

It could be found in Naples, where Della Porta, writing to Prince Federico Cesi on August 28,
1609, poked fun at it (“I’ve seen the secret of the spyglass and it’s a hoax”), though he had no

problem claiming paternity or at least the original concept behind the invention.58 By this time, it
was also available in Rome and Milan.It had all started about nine months earlier in the small city

of The Hague and, through the most diverse channels, had rapidly spread across most of

Europe. As a result, the spyglass was easily copied in many places. After creating a six-power
instrument, on July 26, 1609, the English astronomer and mathematician Thomas Harriot used it
at Syon House, near London, to observe the surface of the Moon.59 Nevertheless, it was not

from Syon House that the spyglass came to the world’s attention as the ideal stargazing
instrument, but from Venice and Padua. This marked the beginning of yet another season for the

Dutch spyglass: one that would prove to be completely new and unpredictable.TWOThe
Venetian ArchipelagoThe news arrived in autumn—in November 1608, to be precise—and

Paolo Sarpi was one of the first to hear it. In his letter of December 9, he wrote to the Huguenot
Francesco Castrino: “A month ago, I received from The Hague your lordship’s report regarding
the embassy sent to Count Maurice by the Hindu king of Siam, and about the new spyglasses
made by that gifted man, and this has given me much to ponder. However, because these

philosophers instruct us that we should not speculate about the cause before seeing its effects

with our own senses, I have resigned myself to waiting for such a noble thing to spread

throughout Europe.”1The news of the spyglass was already circulating in Europe and certainly
would not have gone unnoticed by a man such as Sarpi, who had long cultivated an immense

passion for any sort of device and human invention. He did not add anything else beyond “this

has given me much to ponder,” as he was well aware that it would be premature to embark on
gratuitous overthinking without even having laid eyes on the instrument. But on January 6, less

than a month later, he returned to the subject:When I was young, I thought about such a thing,

and it occurred to me that a glass made in the shape of a parabola could produce such an effect.

There were demonstrative arguments, but because they are abstract and fail to consider

material constraints, I hesitated. So I did not pursue that work much, as it would have been timeconsuming and, as a result, I did not confirm or refute my thinking through experience. I don’t

know if perhaps that artisan has matched my ideas; if, as rumors tend to do, the thing was

perhaps magnified along the way.2That device, which for Sarpi was still hearsay, intrigued him
and piqued his curiosity. He continued to mull over this news and couldn’t wait to examine one of

these instruments to probe its secrets. Perhaps, though, he also wanted to see if he might

actually have been able to implement his youthful idea about how one or more parabolic lenses

could work, an idea he had set aside years earlier but which was now uppermost in his mind
once more. At the time, the difficulty of putting his idea into practice had convinced him to let it

go, as had been the case with many other of his “thoughts,” often mere outlines of experiments
that remained on paper but which nevertheless testify to his immeasurable interest in any kind of

natural phenomenon.Unfortunately, the terrible fire of 1769 that destroyed the library of the
Venetian convent of Santa Maria dei Servi, where his documents were preserved, has had
devastating consequences for our knowledge of Sarpi as a natural philosopher with a keen

interest in technology. Of the five tomes holding his writings, only the fifth—with the Pensieri
naturali, metafisici e matematici—is known. None of the others have survived. The so-called

Schedae Sarpianae, which contained notes and comments on the period following the Pensieri

(and which thus would have been very important for us), has been lost.3 On July 22, 1608, he
wrote: “Even before the events in the world beckoned me to think about serious things and not

pastimes, about the considerations in which your lordship has seen me immersed, all my tastes
were for natural and mathematical things.”4 This is the Sarpi who intrigues us: the man who,
before becoming totus historicus and politicus—director and prime actor in the battle against the

Papal Interdict (1606–1607) and then the famous condemned author of the Istoria del Concilio

Tridentino (1619)—tirelessly probed scientific matters and who, in the story of the spyglass, was

destined to play a key role that has often been underestimated in studies on the history of the
telescope and in some cases overlooked entirely.Only if we take this premise into account can

we grasp the importance of the letter of March 30, 1609, from Sarpi to Giacomo Badoer

(Jacques Badouere), a young Venetian-born diplomat in the service of the French king and once
Galileo’s pupil in Padua. Perhaps Badoer, well aware of the Servite theologian’s scientific

interests, had turned to him in the hope of obtaining a statement on the merits and quality of the
widely discussed Dutch spyglasses. If he did, his curiosity was indubitably left unsated. None
had appeared in Venice so far, and Sarpi himself was anxious for more information (“If you learn

anything further, I would like to know what the thinking is there”).5 While waiting to see one, he
preferred not to get his hopes up only to have them dashed. He even warned his correspondent
not to expect much from him, as he had “almost abandoned the thought of natural and

mathematical things, and, truth be told, due to old age or out of habit, [his] brain [had] become
somewhat obtuse in such contemplations.”6This is a rather odd conclusion, particularly if we

consider the fact that just a short time earlier, when compiling a list of some of the figures who

best represented the “new century,” Sarpi had focused entirely on the world of naturalists and

mathematicians. In his letter of June 12, 1608, he wrote to Alvise Lollino, “In this century I have

not seen a man who has written something of his own, with the exception of Vieta [François
Viète] in France and [William] Gilbert in England.”7 On July 8, he wrote, “I would very much like
to have Vieta’s Harmonicon coeleste.”8 Moreover, just a few years earlier he had extolled Gilbert

as a man worthy of “eternal memory.”9 In turn, Gilbert had said how much he praised and
admired Sarpi, specifically for his gifts as a scientist and naturalist, but rather than saying this in

a private letter, he chose to make it public, including it in the first chapter of Book I of De
Magnete, his most famous work.10Therefore, it is hard to believe that Sarpi would have been
uninterested or turned his back on a discovery that was nothing short of sensational.

Nevertheless, several months would pass before he finally offered his opinion, a few days (or at
most a few weeks) before July 21, 1609.That day, Sarpi took quill in hand and wrote to Castrino,
whom he regularly informed of the latest news on Venetian and Italian politics. This time,
however, he had little to report, except that “a spyglass has arrived that makes faraway things

visible. I greatly admire it because of the beauty of the invention and its skillful craftsmanship, but
I find it worthless for military uses, either on land or at sea.”11 More than seven months after first
hearing about the device, Sarpi was finally in a position to make a statement. In his opinion, the

idea was nothing short of marvelous, but its execution was entirely unsatisfactory. The specimen
he had had the chance to examine was quite disappointing and unsuited to any military
use.That’s all he said. Yet if we take a closer look, his words are quite telling. The letter to

Castrino is fundamental for at least two reasons. First of all, we learn that between July 7 (the
date of the previous letter) and July 21, Sarpi saw the spyglass for the first time. Second, it gives

us grounds to theorize that Sarpi immediately expressed his doubts to Galileo.Unfortunately, this
is an isolated document. It would take an entire month before further information about the
spyglass finally reached Venice, in the form of Giovanni Bartoli’s letter to Belisario Vinta, dated

August 22. We are talking about thirty long days, all of which are crucial for our story. This means

that unless new documents are unearthed, any attempt at a detailed reconstruction of the
chronology of Galileo’s invention is destined to remain in the “domain of pure conjecture.”12
Mario Biagioli’s recent effort also—and predictably—leaves a number of unresolved issues.13

When did Galileo start to work on his first spyglass? Who worked with him? To what extent are
the narrative passages in the Sidereus nuncius and Il Saggiatore aimed at making him appear to

be the sole “hero” and “inventor” of the telescope? What—and how much—did he omit? We can

offer only vague responses to all of these questions.There is no doubt that the collaboration of

Sarpi and his entourage was decisive, although Galileo never publicly acknowledged this. There
are too many elements, albeit seemingly divergent, that point in this direction.14 Likewise, it
seems all too evident that Galileo tried to create a wholly theoretical image of his work based on
the “doctrine of refraction,” in order to emphasize that his mathematical inventio was far removed

from that of spectacle makers, who worked on a purely empirical basis.15But let us get back to
our story. At the end of July, one of the new occhiali in canna also appeared in Padua, brought

there by an anonymous “ultramontane.”16 Twenty days later, on August 22, Giovanni Bartoli,

secretary to Asdrubale Barbolani, the resident of the Grand Duke of Tuscany in Venice, informed

the court that “a person came here who wanted to give his lordship the secret to a spyglass or a
cannon or some other instrument, with which one can see even twenty-five and thirty miles away
so clearly that they say it seems to be nearby.”17 Moreover, Bartoli reported that “in France and

elsewhere this secret is known to all, and that it can be purchased cheaply; and many say that

they have seen and obtained it.” He then added a detail found in no other document: that many
had “seen and tested [the spyglass] from the Campanile of St. Mark’s.”18In short, in the span of

just over two months, thanks to the work of master craftsmen who instantly grasped that there
was money to be made, the occhiali in canna or trombette became an open secret and could be

purchased cheaply in many cities, proving not only their widespread circulation but also the poor

quality of many specimens.Let us turn once more to Venice, and specifically to the home of the

Tuscan ambassador, which, as is the case with every respectable embassy, was a veritable
message factory. Ordinary dispatches, meaning those sent regularly to Florence, tended to go
out weekly. As we have seen, on August 22 Bartoli sent one to inform the court that a certain
“foreigner” had brought a spyglass to Venice and that it instantly became a public attraction,

handed from person to person, who took turns peering at the sea from the city’s tallest bell

tower. A week later, on August 29, Bartoli sent additional news about it, and his next report was
even more richly detailed. For the first time, he mentioned Galileo and, along with him,

Sarpi.What has given us most cause for discussion this week is Messer Galileo Galilei,
mathematician from Padua, with the invention of the spyglass or cannon to see far away. And it is
said that a certain foreigner who came here with this secret, having learned from I don’t know

whom (supposedly the Servite theologian, Brother Paolo) that he would not earn anything here,

as he demanded 100 sequins, left without making any further attempts; so that, since Brother

Paolo and Galileo were friends, and having explained to him the secret he had seen, they say
that Galileo himself, with his mind and with the aid of a similar instrument from France, though
not of excellent quality, investigated and found the secret; and having implemented it, with the
aura and approval of several senators, he obtained from these sirs a raise in his stipend of up to

1,000 florins, but with the proviso that he serve as professor there perpetually.19The week of

September 22 to 29 proved fateful for Galileo. It would mark the beginning not only of a new
trade, that of a lens maker admired and sought after throughout Europe, but also of a new life. At
forty-six years of age, he was about to see his existence change dramatically. The perfection of
the Dutch spyglass and its repurposing into an astronomical instrument would completely

transform his routine and work, starting with projects he had commenced much earlier but would

soon suddenly abandon, namely, the great works of cosmology and mechanics that he had
planned to complete and publish, and to which he had devoted all his energy over the previous

two decades.People in town spoke of nothing else. Everyone was abuzz with talk about Galileo

and his lifetime appointment as professor at the University of Padua, with a yearly stipend of
1,000 florins generously offered as recompense for building a spyglass that would “greatly

surpass the fame of the one from Flanders.”20 This was an extraordinary salary for a

mathematician, far higher than what many of his colleagues at the university could ever hope to
get, and it even exceeded the payment (800 scudi) the Senate had proposed to Sarpi for his

work as a theologian in the service of the Republic.21In the meantime, news of the new Venetian

spyglass was spreading like wildfire. While the previous September an unknown craftsman had
been the one to show diplomats and soldiers the surprising qualities of this new invention,
choosing as his vantage point the tower in The Hague and training his spyglass on the clock in

Delft and the windows of the Leiden cathedral, now the scene had shifted to Venice. This time,

the mathematician from one of Europe’s most prestigious universities was the one to present to

political powers the extraordinary effects of an instrument he had perfected, with which, from the
top of the Campanile of St. Mark’s, one could see the bell tower in Chioggia and ships far off in

the open sea, demonstrating an object “fifty miles away as large and near as if it were just five
miles away.”22Galileo reminisced about the atmosphere of those frenetic days in a document
that reads more like the screenplay for a Chaplin comedy than an actual report—and it was

written four centuries ago. Venice was a city in the thrall of odd and unexpected euphoria, in
which the most popular sport was clambering up and down towers and campaniles. Not only

young men but also portly middle-aged lords vied to be the first to get to the top, determined not
to miss a spectacle that had become the social event of the year. The spyglass of that certain
foreigner was also carried up the stairs of St. Mark’s, but there was no rivalry there. “And since

news reached Venice that I had built one, six days ago I was called before the Most Serene
Signoria [the Doge] to show it to him and the entire Senate, to everyone’s boundless

astonishment; and there were countless gentlemen and senators who, though elderly, climbed
the stairs of the tallest bell towers of Venice more than once.”23For just a moment, let’s try to

imagine this scene, never losing sight of Galileo. How amused he must have been to watch all

those eminent Venetian aristocrats sweating and panting as, one by one, they climbed the
narrow steps of the bell tower of St. Mark’s and then, at the top, crowded around that odd device,
kneeling in front of it and, with one eye open and the other squeezed shut, “discovering sails and
vessels at sea so far away that when they headed to port under full sail, it took them two hours or

more before they could be seen without [his] spyglass.”24In just days the news swept through

Italy as well as outside, ricocheting between Rome and Florence, and spreading from France to
Germany. Galileo was immediately inundated with requests, starting with those from his native

city and, first and foremost, Grand Duke Cosimo II and Don Antonio de’ Medici.25 However, it
was not just the reports sent by the leading player in this turn of events that sparked such

astonishment. The letters sent by a figure of the caliber of Bartoli, who was by no means
tenderhearted toward Galileo, acknowledged the merits of the new spyglass, considered the
finest in circulation—better than those sold in Venice by “a certain Frenchman” who made them

there “like a secret of France” even though they were worth “only a few sequins.”26 Neither the
“secret” of Holland nor that of France could match “Galilei’s secret.” None of the other

spyglasses could createthe marvels and singular effects of the cannon of said Galileo …; with

which, keeping one eye open and the other shut, each of us clearly saw, beyond Liza Fusina and

Marghera, also Chioggia, Treviso, and even Conegliano, and the bell tower and domes with the
façade of the church of Santa Giustina in Padua: we could make out those entering and leaving

the church of San Giacomo in Murano; we could see people getting in and out of the gondolas

by the column of the ferry crossing at the beginning of Rio de’ Verieri, with many other details of
the lagoon and the city that were truly admirable.27
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On Trial For Reason: Science, Religion, and Culture in the Galileo Affair

Rob Hardy, “The First Great Scientific Revolution. As I write this, we have in the past few days

gotten pictures of Pluto from the flyby of the New Horizons satellite. They are wonderful, but by
now such detailed pictures of distant worlds are fairly commonplace. We used to explore space
merely with earth-bound telescopes, and there was a time when even the telescope was a new

invention. Telescopes were a sensation in seventeenth-century Europe; think how astonishing it
must have been to have had a device that made distant objects look close! Such gadgets had
extraordinary military potential, and all the kings wanted them. Galileo, however, took the

telescope to the heavens, and changed history. How he did so is the story of Galileo’s
Telescope: A European Story (Harvard University Press) by Massimo Bucciantini, Michele

Camerota, and Franco Giudice, translated by Catherine Bolton. The authors are all professors

of the history of science, and have here traced the invention of the telescope and the
roundabout ways that Galileo got his observations published, promoted, and accepted by many

thinkers (although there was that little problem of their contradicting the Bible). The authors say

they are telling a crime story, of how Galileo robbed us of our beliefs that the Earth was central to
everything; that’s a fine way to describe how dramatic were the changes related here.The idea of

using a combination of lenses to make things seem closer had been around for a while, but the

glass wasn’t fully transparent and the grinding of lenses was crude. Galileo didn’t invent the
telescope, but he so improved it that many people think he did. What did Galileo get to see?

First, he saw the surface of our Moon, and realized that it had mountains and valleys something

like our own planet, and it was not the sort of perfect orb the heavens were supposed to contain.
The Sun was no more perfect than the Moon, but changeable in that it had spots that played
across its surface. The planets like Venus and Jupiter could be seen to be illuminated by the

Sun, showing phases just as the Moon showed; they were all just spheres in orbit. When he

looked at Jupiter, Galileo saw three (later confirmed to be four) moons. The discovery of

Jupiter’s moons was to be a special blow against the universe as Earth-centered; those moons
were going around with another planet at their center, and there was no reason to think anymore
that everything went around the Earth. Galileo was quick to publish his discoveries; just two
years after Lipperhey produced his lens tube Galileo published Sidereus Nuncius, and it caused

a sensation. People didn’t even have to read Latin, or even read at all, to appreciate it. It was

not the first illustrated book, but its words were there to discuss the images, and the images
were such as had not previously been seen. There were engravings of Galileo’s watercolors of

the Moon, a view of how many more stars were held in the Pleiades than anyone had ever
suspected, and a chronological view of the movements of the moons around Jupiter.The authors
show how Galileo not only made the discoveries, and published them, but set out on a traveling
campaign to defend them. Some scholars, even the Christian ones, were excited by the new

view of the cosmos. Others, like Bonifacio Vannozzi of Pistoia, a papal court secretary, wrote,
“To say that the Moon is earthlike, with valleys and hills, is as if to say that there are flocks that

graze there and cowherds who cultivate it. We must stand by the Church, which is the enemy of
anything new, according to the teachings of St. Paul.” The findings of the telescope were so
repulsive that some said they were merely optical illusions or hallucinations. The most famous
part of Galileo’s story, of how he was convicted of heresy in 1633 and was kept under house

arrest until he died nine years later, is not covered here. Instead, here is the clear but

complicated narrative of what Galileo had done with his singular device. “His discoveries

seemed endless,” the authors write, “... the havoc he was wreaking could not have been more
devastating.””

Richard Leigh, “An informative look at a seminal period in the history of science -- very pertinent
to modern times. As someone interested in the history of science, I found this an enthralling
book, providing detailed insights to how Galileo modified the Dutch spyglass, made his seminal

observations, and subsequently persuaded his peers of what he saw and their significance. The

description of how news of his findings spread -- through Europe and then to the East were very

informative. At a time when evidence for human causation of climate change is challenged, the
resistance to Galileo's findings has a very modern ring. I wish that the authors had also

mentioned Simon Marius, whose work was contemporaneous with Galileo, and who named the
moons of Jupiter that have endured (e.g., Ganymede). But Galileo's interactions with Kepler and

other contemporaries are well described. Also useful, as a postscript, is the account of how
Galileo deliberately pressed the Vatican's button -- which got him into trouble -- but thank
goodness that he did! Highly recommended”

weston, “Fifteenth century Italy was a world of rival principalities and .... Fifteenth century Italy

was a world of rival principalities and scheming for advancement in courts. Science, such as it
was, was practiced by a few people in the ducal courts and colleges for the glorification of their

patrons, under the watchful eye of the catholic church. Galileo was Head Professor of
Mathematics at the University in Padua when the “spyglass”, or telescope, was invented,

apparently first by Hans Lipperhey of the Hague in 1608, and slightly later the same year by
Jacob Metius, both Dutch spectacle-makers. Galileo, apparently a talented craftsman,
immediately devoted himself to perfecting the instrument (increasing magnification from X3 to

X20 within a year) and turning his new instruments upon the heavens. He found that the surface
of the moon was irregular and mountainous, rather than smooth as thought by the ancients and

prescribed by church dogma, that Jupiter had four planets (moons) revolving about it, that the
milky way was actually composed of millions of stars, etc., all of which he quickly published in
Siderus nunciusThe reaction to Siderus nuncius in the courts and colleges of Europe was

vigorous and immediate. Some of Galileo’s colleagues were angered that their contributions to

his development of the telescope were not acknowledged. Many astronomers reported failure to
observe these phenomena, while others claimed to have already seen them, and some

nonentities attacked Galileo as a means of advancing their careers, Galileo’s reaction was to

make telescopes and send them to the various important courts in Italy, France and most
importantly in Prague, where Johann Kepler, the leading astronomer of the day, was the court
astronomer. Galileo carried the day when Kepler published his Dioptrice supporting Galileo’s

findings.Galileo continued to devote his energies to improving his telescropes and studying the

sky to accumulate observations, many of which supported Copernicus's model of planets
revolving about the sun rather than the official church dogma of planets and the sun rotating

about the earth. Then Galileo went on the offensive. He secured the position of Chief
Mathematician and Astronomer to the Tuscan court of the Medicis at Florence under very

favorable terms. Then he immediately set about arranging a trip to Rome to present his work at
the Collegio Romano and to the various Cardinals of the church, helping them to view the
heavens through his telescopes. He carried the day with the astronomers and mathematicians,

who could not refute what they saw with their own eyes. However, for the catholic church there
was too much at stake to tolerate such evidence that contradicted the holy scripture of the

church. The Inquisition condemned, 70 years after fact, the work of Copernicus positing that the

planets revolved about the sun, which was clearly supported by Galileo’s results, and Galileo
died under house arrest by the Inquisition in January 1642 in Arcetri, where his tomb remained

hidden for a century.The authors provide manuscripts, drawings by Galileo and art from the

period to illustrate this fascinating account of the life of the man who, more than any other,
forced the world to open its eyes to the sky above us.”

a reader, “satisfied reader. Pretty much in the more or less new condition announced -- I don't
think they'd said it was ex-public library, so marked accordingly. Very speedy delivery. Thanks”

Olivier P.J., “Un livre passionnant. Si vous souhaitez découvrir l'histoire de la naissance de
l'astronomie moderne à travers les premières pérégrinations historiques du télescope, alors il
vous faut de toute urgence vous procurer cet ouvrage novateur et passionnant.”
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